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BUCKINGHAM Palace has announced the Queen is to record a charity single. 

A spokesperson for the Queen has also confirmed she will duet the song with Lady Gaga. In 

addition, Chas and Dave will provide the music as well as backing vocals.  

“Her Majesty is very excited by the news of making this record. She is hoping to perform a 

rap version of the national anthem to incorporate into the song. Enquiries are being made to 

Puff Daddy to ask if he will be able to teach the Queen to rap successfully”.  

It is thought Prince Charles, who is a keen kazoo player, will play the instrument and perform 

in the video for the single. Prince Philip also tweeted: “If one can get his trumpet out at some 

point then count me in!” 

Speaking on her website, Lady Gaga said recording with the Queen will be a dream come 

true. She declared she will wear her famous meat dress for the video and would like to use 

one of the Queens crowns as her headwear. She trusted the Queen would wear her renowned 

telephone headpiece in return. 

The tune of the song is not yet known, other than that a rap from the Queen will be involved. 

However, talking to Chas and Dave they did tell us it would be similar to their songs 

‘Snooker Loopy’ and ‘Rabbit Rabbit’ which are two of the Queens favourite records 

apparently.  

The palace are soon to confirm a release date for the single, which it hopes will reach number 

one in the UK charts and be a US hit. It is understood all proceeds from the song will go to 

the RSPLC (The Royal Society for the Protection and Love of Corgis).    
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